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Supervisor Christy,
My name is Joseph Harris, and I am Embry Health's newly appointed Government
Relations Director. As a native Arizonan and through my work on various political
campaigns, I have been able to travel to all parts of the state and work with many
Arizonans from all walks of life.
I look forward to working with you and your staff in order to create a
lasting relationship with Embry Health and our 65+ COVID-19 testing & vaccination sites
in Arizona. We are Arizona's largest provider for drive-through, zero cost COVID-19
testing, and now vaccination.
In 2014, JoEllen Embry, WHNP, chose to open Embry Women's Health after 31 years in
the industry. At the beginning of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, our CEO Raymond
Embry and his partner Zachary Travis decided to step up to the plate and launched
Embry Health and its companies out of the local women's health practice. They wanted
to ensure zero-cost testing to the public. He found that Embry Health was one of few
practices responding to the crisis, by providing testing to all patients that are safe,
reliable, and zero-cost, regardless of their insurance coverage.
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Running an operation of this scale is no easy task. Since last March, we have expanded
to all corners of the State of Arizona. Providing over 1.25 million tests and testing over
900,000 Arizonans. This includes our 30+ rural Arizona sites. Serving rural Arizona has
been important for Embry Health from the very beginning of the pandemic. We will
continue to serve the community as best we can, funding or no funding.

Embry Health is currently onboarding our testing sites across the state to serve as
COVID-19 vaccination sites. We have successfully completed four major vaccination
campaigns.
I hope that we will be able to service your community soon. As of this moment, our
company has not received any emergency funding from the State of Arizona. On Friday,
February 19th , ADHS released $100 million to counties to support COVID-19 testing. We
are asking for monetary relief for staffing, laboratory testing, informatics, disease
surveillance, and other activities critical to combating COVID-19. Our existing sites are
up and running and ready to serve.
I appreciate all the hard work you have done for the people of Arizona. I hope to hear
from you soon.
Joseph Harris
Director of Government Relations
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